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Abstract. The known fundamental symmetries and interactions are welldescribed by the Standard
Model. Features of this powerful theory, which are described but not deeper explained, are addressed
in a variety of speculative models. Experimental tests of the predictions in such approaches can be
either through direct observations at the highest possibleaccelerator energies or through precision
measurements in which small deviations from calculated values within the Standard Model are
searched for. Antiproton physics renders a number of possibilities to search for new physics.

In modern physics symmetries play an important and central role. Global symmetries
are connected with conservation laws and local symmetries give rise to forces [1]. Today
four fundamental interactions are known: Electromagnetism, Weak Interactions, Strong
Interactions, and Gravitation. They are considered fundamental, because all observed
dynamic processes in nature can be traced back to one or a combination of them.

Electromagnetic, Weak and Strong Interactions can be described in one single theory
to astounding precision, the Standard Model (SM) [2]. However, the SM leaves yet sev-
eral intriguing questions unanswered. Among those are, e.g., the number of fundamental
particle generations, the hierarchy of the fundamental fermion masses, and the physical
origin of the observed breaking of discrete symmetries in weak interactions, e.g. of parity
(P), of time reversal (T) and of combined charge conjugationand parity (CP), although
the experimental findings can be well described. Further, the large number of some 27
free parameters in the SM [2] is unsatisfactory.

In order to explain some of the not well understood features in the SM, searches for yet
unknown interactions are very important. Such forces are suggested by a variety of spec-
ulative models in which extensions to the present standard theory are introduced. There
are models with left-right symmetry, fundamental fermion compositeness, new particles,
leptoquarks, supersymmetry, technicolor and many more. Itis also a major goal to find a
unified quantum field theory which includes all the four knownfundamental forces. For
this, a satisfactory quantum description of gravity remains yet to be found. In this lively
area of actual activity string or membrane theories providepromising approaches.

Without secure experimental verification in the future any of these speculative theories
will remain without status in physics, independent of the mathematical elegance and
their appeal. Experimental searches for predicted unique features of those models are
therefore essential to steer theory towards a better and deeper understanding of the
fundamental laws in nature. Two main lines of experimental approach are followed at
present: (i) the direct observation of new particles and processes at the highest energies
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achievable and (ii) the precise measurement of quantities which can be accurately
calculated within the SM and where a discrepancy between theory and experiment would
indicate new physics. Both methods deliver complementary information.

In this paper we will discuss some recent developments in thefield to frame numerous
present and future activities in antiproton (p) research [3].

FUNDAMENTAL FERMION PROPERTIES

Neutrinos - Mixing, Masses and their Nature

The reported evidence for neutrino (ν) oscillations [4] strongly indicate finiteν
masses [5]. In particular, the neutrino mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2, ν3) are mixed in the
observed flavor states (νe, νµ , ντ ). Among the recent discoveries are the surprisingly
large mixing anglesΘ12 andΘ23. The mixing angleΘ13, the phases for possible CP-
violations, and the question whetherν ’s are Dirac or Majorana particles rank among the
top issues in neutrino physics. Since the oscillation experiments only yield differences of
squared masses, a direct measurement of aν mass is highly desirable[5]. To address the
mixing angle and the CP-violation new neutrino beam experiments are proposed using a
neutrino factory orβ -beams and large new Cherekov detectors [6]. The new accelerators
needed might well be suitable to produce intense beams of antiprotons (p).

The best neutrino mass limits have been extracted from measurements of the tri-
tium β -decay spectrum close to its endpoint. Spectrometers basedon Magnetic Adia-
batic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic filter (MAC-E technique) and found
m(νe) < 2.2 eV [7]. A new experiment exploiting the same technique, KATRIN[8],
is presently prepared in Karlsruhe, Germany. It aims for about one order of magnitude
improvement. This yields sensitivity to the mass range where a finite effective neutrino
mass value of between 0.1 and 0.9 eV was claimed from a signal in neutrinoless double
β -decay in76Ge [9] with a 4.2σ effect. Neutrinoless doubleβ -decay is only possible
for Majorana neutrinos. This decay gives not only the best known key to the question of
the neutrino nature, it also is the only approach at present towards finding total lepton
number violation. It is addressed in several different experiments.

Quarks - Unitarity of Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa-Matrix

The mass and weak eigenstates of the u, s and b quarks are different and related
to each other by a 3×3 unitary matrix, the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix [10]. Non-unitarity would be an indication of physics beyond the SM and could be
caused by many possibilities, including the existence of more than three quark gener-
ations. The best test of unitarity results from the first row of the CKM matrix through
Vud|

2+ |Vus|
2+ |Vub|

2 = 1−∆, where the SM predicts∆ to be zero. With the present
uncertainties only the elements Vud and Vus play a role. Vud can be extracted most
accurately from ft values of superallowedβ -decays, neutron decay and pionβ -decay,
which all are presently measured. Vus can be extracted from K decays and in principle



also from hyperon decays. Some 2.5σ deviation from unitarity had been persistently
reported [10, 11]. Recent analysis of the subject has revealed overlooked inconsistencies
in the overall picture [12] and at this time new determinations of Vus in several K-decay
experiments [13] together with Vud from nuclearβ -decay [14] confirm∆ = 0 and the
unitarity of the CKM matrix.

DISCRETE SYMMETRIES

Violations of the discrete symmetries P, C and T as well as forCP have been directly
observed [10] in weak interactions. The combined CPT symmetry is not known to be
violated [15]. Assuming CPT being conserved CP violation implies T-violation.

Parity

The observation of neutral currents together with the measurements of parity non-
conservation in atoms were important to establish the validity of the SM. Processes over
10 orders in momentum transfer - from atoms to highest energyscattering - are described
by the same electro-weak parameters. This is one of the biggest successes in physics.

At the level of highest precision electro-weak experiments[16] questions arose re-
cently, which ultimately may call for a refinement of theory.The predicted running of
the weak mixing anglesin2ΘW appears not to be in agreement with observations [2, 17].
If the value ofsin2ΘW is fixed at the Z0-pole, deep inelastic neutrino scattering at sev-
eral GeV appears to yield a considerably higher value. A new round of experiments is
being started with the Qweak experiment [18] at the Jefferson Laboratory in the USA.
In the same context a reported disagreement of atomic parityviolation in Cs [19] has
disappeared after a revision of atomic theory. For atomic parity violation [20] in prin-
ciple higher experimental accuracy will be possible from experiments using Fr isotopes
[21, 22] or single Ba or Ra ions in radiofrequency traps [23].

At the CERN LEAR facilityp x-rays from atoms in which ap was captured were uti-
lized to obtain information on the neutron mean square nuclear radii [24]. The achieved
accuracy is presently limited by nuclear theory. Neutron distributions are expected to
be the limiting factor in the theory for the upcoming round ofprecision experiments
on atomic parity violation, in particular for some Fr and Ra isotopes. At a combined
radioactive beam and antiproton facility one can expect experiments to determine the
neutron radii with sufficiently high accuracy for the theoryof atomic parity violation.

Time Reversal and CP Violation

Searches for new sources of CP-violation are particularly motivated because of a
possible relation to the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. Sakharov [25]
suggested that the observed dominance of matter could be explained via CP-violation
in the early universe at thermal non-equilibrium and baryonnumber violating processes.



(In a later model of Bertolami et al. [26] only CPT violation and baryon number violation
are needed.) CP violation as described in the SM is insufficient to satisfy the needs of this
model. Permanent Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs) and certain correlation observables
in β -decays offer opportunities to find new sources of CP-violation.

An EDM of any fundamental particle violates both P and T invariance. EDMs for all
particles are caused by CP violation as it is known from the K systems through higher
order loops. These are at least 4 orders of magnitude below the present experimentally
established limits. A number of speculative models foresees EDMs as large as the
present experimental limits just allow. EDMs were searchedin various systems with
different sensitivities (for details see e.g. [27]). In composed systems such as molecules
or atoms fundamental particle EDMs of constituents may be significantly enhanced [28].
Particularly in polarizable systems large internal fields can exist and can be exploited.

There is no preferred system to search for an EDM [27]. In fact, many objects need
to be examined, because depending on the underlying processdifferent systems have in
general quite significantly different susceptibility to acquire an EDM through a particu-
lar mechanism. An EDM may be found an ’intrinsic property’ ofan elementary particle
as we know them, because the underlying mechanism is not accessible. However, it can
also arise from CP-odd forces between the constituents, e.g., between nucleons in nuclei
or between nuclei and electrons. Such EDMs could be much larger than those expected
for elementary particles originating within the usual popular SM extensions.

There are recent novel developments: (i) For Ra isotopes a uniquee− EDM enhance-
ment was predicted in certain atomic states [29, 30] and in certain nuclei (dynamic)
octupole deformation may enhance the effect of a nucleon EDMsubstantially [31]. (ii)
A very novel idea was introduced for searching an EDM of a charged particle. The mo-
tional electric field is exploited, which charged particlesat relativistic speeds experience
in a magnetic storage ring. This method can be applied for muons [32] to obtain infor-
mation on the second generation of particles without strangeness [33, 34] or deuterons
[35]to yield higher sensitivity to quark chromo EDMs than inneutrons[36]. This new
method may allow also to search sensitively for ap EDM. (iii) Molecules such as PbO
became experimentally accessible with a high potential to find an electron EDM [37].

A different approach to T-violation comes form nuclearβ -decay. In standard theory
the structure of weak interactions is V-A, which means thereare vector (V) and axial-
vector (A) currents with opposite relative sign causing a left handed structure of the in-
teraction and parity violation [38]. Other possibilities like scalar, pseudo-scalar and ten-
sor interactions which might be possible would be clear signatures of new physics. The
spectrum of present searches includesβ -asymmetry measurements and measurements
of β -ν correlations (see e.g. [3]), where in particular T-violation could be observed.

It should be noted thatp physics has made significant contributions towards under-
standing CP-violation and the direct observation of T-violation, e.g., in the context of
the CP-LEAR experimental programme [39].



CPT Invariance Tests and Properties of Known Basic Interactions

The invariance of physical processes under a combined CPT transformation relates
to a number of basic physical phenomena, such as Lorentz invariance and the (non-
) existence of a preferred frame of reference, the equality of particle and antiparticle
properties, spin, the existence of fermions and bosons onlyand many more [15]. Quite
often the results of searches for CPT violation are expressed in small relative numbers,
such as, e.g., a limit on a relative deviation of particle properties [10]. Here some
freedom in the choice of which quantities are compared is frequently used to obtain
some small number. However, an interaction based comparison must be considered more
physical. To this extent a theoretical model has been proposed by Kostelecky and co-
workers [40]. It allows to compare different experimental approaches in a single theory
based on the interaction strength of a possible CPT violating term in the Lagrangian.
Such terms are treated perturbatively in systems which otherwise can be described
well in standard theory. Therefore these measurements are intimately connected to the
accurate determination of particle properties and fundamental constants.

Trapped Charged Particles

Trapping and storing of charged particles in combined magnetic and electric fields
has been very successfully applied for obtaining properties of the respective species and
for determining fundamental constants. Most accurate results were obtained from single
trapped and cooled charged particles. The comparison of electron (e−) and positron (e+),
positive and negative muon (µ+,µ− ), and proton (p) and antiproton (p) has already
reached an impressive level of precision.

The magnetic anomaly of fermionsa = 1
2 · (g− 2) describes the deviation of their

magnetic g-factor from the value 2 predicted in the Dirac theory. It could be determined
for single electrons and positrons in Penning traps by Dehmelt and his coworkers to
10 ppb [41] by measuring the cyclotron frequency and its difference to the spin preces-
sion frequency (g-2 measurement). The good agreement for the magnetic anomaly for
electrons and positrons is considered the best CPT test for leptons [10, 40]. Accurate
calculations involving almost exclusively the "pure" Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
of electron, positron and photon fields allow the most precise determination of the fine
structure constantα [42, 43] by comparing experiment and theory for the electronmag-
netic anomaly in whichα appears as an expansion coefficient. One order of magnitude
improvement appears possible [44] with a new experimental approach (also involving
single cooled trapped particles) which aims for reducing the effect of cavity QED, the
major systematic contribution to the previous experiment [45].

Muons have been stored in a series of measurements at CERN andBNL in magnetic
storage rings with weak electrostatic focusing. These devices are conceptually equiva-
lent to Penning traps. The latest g-2 experiment [46] yieldsvalues forµ+ andµ− which
agree at the 0.7 ppm level in accordance with CPT. The muon is by a factor(mµ

me
)2 more

sensitive to heavy particles compared to the electron. The muon g-2 measurements are
sensitive to new physics involving heavy particles at 40,000 times lower experimental



precision than would be needed fore−. Whether the present muon experimental results
are in agreement with standard theory remains an open question, as not sufficiently ac-
curate values for corrections due to known strong interaction effects exist yet.

For the first time in 1986p’s could be trapped in a cylindrical Penning trap after
moderation of ap beam from LEAR at CERN[47]. Effective moderation of MeVp’s
and their capture were very important, which has led to detailed studies of the range
differences whenp’s andp’s are slowed down in matter, known as the Barkas effect[48].
Further, electron cooling is essential and could be demonstrated already in the early
experiments [49]. In a series of measurements in which the cyclotron frequencies were
measured the accuracy of the charge to mass ratio forp’s could be improved and
compared to the proton value. The best results were achievedwhen a single H− ion
and a singlep where measured alternatively in the same trap [50]. At present these
experiments are interpreted as a CPT test forp and p at the level of 9× 10−11. A
new experiment has been proposed to measure the magnetic g-factor of thep using
single particle trapping. Similar to measurements on single electrons and positrons the
cyclotron and spin precession frequencies shall be determined. One expects for the
comparison ofp andp g-factors an improvement by a factor of 106 [51].

Hydrogen and Antihydrogen

Precision spectroscopy of hydrogen and its isotopes (including the exotic ones like
positronium (e+e−) and muonium (µ+e−) atoms) has confirmed bound state QED at a
high level of precision and contributed together with numerous precision experiments
to the set of well established fundamental constants [52]; among those are the Rydberg
constant as the best measured constant,α and theµ mass and magnetic moment.

The reproducibility of high precision in atomic hydrogen laser spectroscopy allowed
to set a limit on the time variation ofα from two series of repeated measurements of the
1s-2s energy difference long time where∂α

∂ t /α = ∂
∂ t (lnα) = (−0.9±2.9)×10−15y−1

could be established [53]. An analysis of these long term experiments reveals that they
were operated just at the border at which systematic errors are understood in optical
spectroscopy, i.e., at the 10−13 level of relative accuracy.

Antihydrogen (H) was produced first at CERN in 1995 [54]. The atoms were fast
as the production mechanism requirede+e− pair creation whenp’s were passing near
heavy nuclei. A small fraction of thee+ form a bound state with thep. The experiment
was an important step forward showing that a fewH could be produced. Unfortunately,
the speed of the atoms does not allow any meaningful spectroscopy. Later a similar
experiment was carried out at FERMILAB [55].

The successful production of slowH was first reported by the ATHENA collaboration
in 2002 [56] and shortly later also by the ATRAP collaboration [57]. Both experiments
use combined Penning traps in which firste+ and p are stored separately and cooled.
The atoms form when both species are brought into contact by proper electric potential
switching in the combined traps. The detection in ATHENA relies on diffusion of the
neutral atoms out of the interaction volume and the registration of π ’s which appear
when the atoms annihilate on contact with matter walls of thecontainer. In ATRAP



the hydrogen atoms are re-ionized in an electric field and thep’s are observed using a
capture Penning trap. Most of the atoms are in excited states(n > 15) which can be seen
from the fact that their physical size is above 0.1µm [58]. For spectroscopy the atoms
need to be in states with lown, preferentially the ground state. The production of such
states is a major goal of the community for the immediate future. The kinetic energy
of the producedH atoms is of order 200 meV corresponding to a velocity of 6×104

m/s . This is a factor of 400 above the value where neutral atomtraps can hold them.
Therefore cooling such atoms or identifying a production mechanism for colderH are a
central topic.

For laser cooling ofH a continuous laser at the H Lyman-α frequency forH cooling
has recently been developed [59]. One hopes to achieve the photo-recoil limit of 1.3
mK. Recently a promising new method was demonstrated to obtain H. It uses resonant
charge exchange with excited positronium to obtainH atoms with essentially the same
velocities as thep’s in the trap which can be made rather low by cooling. [58, 60].

A main motivation to perform precision spectroscopy onH is to test CPT invariance.
There are two electromagnetic transitions which offer a high quality factor and therefore
promise high experimental precision when H andH are compared: the 1s-2s two-photon
transition at frequency∆ν1s−2s and the ground state hyperfine splitting∆νHFS, which
both have within the SM in addition to the leading order contributions from QED,
nuclear structure, weak and strong interactions,∆ν1s−2s = 3

4 × R∞ + εQED + εnucl +

εweak + εstrong + εCPT and∆νHFS = const ×α2×R∞ + ε∗QED + ε∗nucl + ε∗weak + ε∗strong +
ε∗CPT . It is assumed that only CPT violating contributions exist from interactions beyond
the SM. If one assumes thatεCPT and ε∗CPT are of the same order of magnitude, the
relative contribution is larger by orderα−2 ≈ 2× 104 for ∆νHFS. Further one can
speculate that a new interaction may be of short range (contact interaction), which
also favors measurements of∆νHFS. Such an experiment has been recently proposed.
It utilizes a coldH atom beam and has sextupole state selection magnets in a Rabi
type atomic beam experiment [61]. For both experiments temperature of the atoms and
statistics governs the reachable precision, i.e. the atomsshould be as cold as possible
and one should use as many as possible atoms.

Gravitational Force on H

One of the completely open questions in physics concerns thesign of gravitational
interaction for antimatter. It can only be answered by experiment. A proposal [62] exists
in which the deflection of a horizontal cold beam is measured in the earth’s gravitational
field. The experiment plans on a number of modern state of the art atomic physics
techniques like sympathetic cooling ofH

+
ions by, e.g., Be+ ions in an ion trap to

achieve the neccessary low temperatures of some 20µK . After pulsed laser photo-
dissociation of the ion intoH and ae+ the neutral atoms can then leave the trap. The
atom’s ballistic path can be measured.



Antiprotonic Helium

The potential of antiprotonic helium for precision measurements in the field of fun-
damental interaction research was realized shortly after it had been discovered thatp’s
stopped in liquid or gaseous helium exhibit long lifetimes and do not rapidly annihilate
with nucleons in the helium nucleus [63]. This can be explained, if one assumes that the
p’s are captured in metastable states of high principal quantum numbern and high angu-
lar momentuml , with l ≈ n [64]. The capture happens typically atn ≈

√

M∗/me ≈ 38,
whereM∗ is the reduced mass of the (pHe) bound system.

With laser radiation thep’s in these atoms can be transferred into states where Auger
de-excitation can take place. In the resulting H-like system Stark mixing with s-states
results in nuclearp absorption and annihilation which is signaled by emitted pions.
This way a number of transitions could be induced and measured with continuously
increasing accuracy over the past decade. A precision of 6×10−8 has been reached for
the transition frequencies [65], which has been stimulating for improving three-body
QED calculations. It should be noted that with the high principal quantum numbers for
the p the system shows also molecular type character [66].

Among the spectroscopic successes the laser-microwave double resonance measure-
ments of hyperfine splittings ofp transitions could be measured [67]. There is agreement
with QED theory [68] at the 6×10−5 level which can be interpreted as a measurement of
the antiprotonic bound state g-factor to this accuracy. Hyperfine structure measurements
in antiprotonic helium offer the possibility to measure themagnetic moment of thep.

The very good agreement of the QED calculations with the measurements of several
transitions can be exploited to extract a limit on the equality of the charge2 to mass ratio
for proton andp. Combined with the results of cyclotron frequency measurements [50]
in Penning traps one can conclude that masses and charges of proton andp are equal
within 6× 10−8 in full agreement with expectations based on the CPT theorem[69].
The collaboration estimates that a test down to the 10 ppb level should be possible.

PRESENT CONTRIBUTIONS OF ANTIPROTON PHYSICS TO
FUNDAMENTAL SYMMETRY AND INTERACTION RESEARCH

The antiproton research programmes have made already a number of important con-
tributions to test fundamental symmetries and to verify precise calculations. With cy-
clotron frequency measurements of a single trappedp and with precision spectroscopy
of antiprotonic helium ions stringent CPT tests could be performed onp parameters.
With precise measurements ofp in antiprotonic helium atomcules the bound state QED
three-body systems could be challenged, which has led to significant advances in theory
already. With antiprotonic heavy atoms new input could be provided to obtain neutron
radii of nuclei, a method that may become important for the theory of atomic parity vi-
olation. The differences in proton/ antiproton interactions with matter could expand on
similar work with other particle/ antiparticle systems.

H atoms have been produced by two independent collaborations. Precision spec-
troscopy of these atoms will depend on the availability of atoms in the ground state, the



successful cooling of the systems to below the 100µeV range and their confinement
in neutral particle traps. Work is in progress towards testsof the CPT invariance using
the 1s-2s interval or the ground state hyperfine splitting. Acomparison with other exotic
atom experiments shows that one must allow for sufficient time to develop the necces-
sary understanding of production mechanisms and one must allow time for improving
the techniques. The experiments will benefit in their speed of progress and in their ulti-
mate precision from future slowp sources of significantly improved particle fluxes and
brightness as compared to today’s only operational facility. Future possible D0 decay
experiments (e.g. in the context of PANDA at FAIR) have a potential to discover new
sources of CP-violtion or violation of charged lepton family number. In particular for
tests of antimatter gravity coldH atoms have a unique potential for a major discovery.

The ongoing and planned experiments bear a robust discoverypotential for new
physics, in particular when searching for CPT violation. Wecan look forward to fu-
ture precisionp experiments continuing to deepen insights in fundamental interactions
and symmetries, providing important data and parameters within standard theory and
providing improved searches for new physics in particular with the availability of better
p sources at CERN [70, 71] or possibly at the future F(L)AIR facility [51].
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